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Abstract

The Graduate School of Innovation and Technology Management, Yamaguchi University has been studying with ASEAN universities to establish a framework for the development of international human resource for Management of Technology in the ASEAN region. In order to complete this framework, it is necessary to consider both software for class credit transfer, code sharing, and curriculum sharing, and hardware for a stable international distance learning system. In this paper, we discuss an international distance learning system using H.264 codec video conferencing system to implement high quality mutual distance learning between Yamaguchi University and several universities in the ASEAN region (Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam). Currently, the installation of H.264 codec videoconferencing system equipment in each university is almost complete. In the classroom of Yamaguchi University, one H.264 codec, two high-resolution cameras (one is a lecturer view camera and the other is a classroom view camera) and two video devices (a large flat panel display and a high-resolution laser projector) have been installed. In this paper, we report on the trial results and future prospects of remote sessions using the H.264 equipment installed at our university.
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1. Introduction

The Graduate School of Innovation and Technology Management, Yamaguchi University is a professional graduate school of management of technology for working graduate students. Since its establishment in 2005, the school has promoted problem-solving learning that incorporates active learning and other learning methods and has built up an achievement in technology management education in Japan.

With the aim of broadening the scope of technology management education cultivated up to now and fostering human resources who can play an active role on a global scale, the Asia Innovation Center was established in 2015 as an educational base for fostering highly skilled professionals who can promote open innovation across national borders, academic fields, and industry-academia boundaries in cooperation with leading universities in ASEAN countries. The professors of Yamaguchi University’s Graduate School of Technology Management have taken the lead in developing the environment for implementing global MOT education. Therefore, as a cost-effective means of embodying the spread of global MOT education, the implementation of exchange classes through remote connection will be consid-
Before our efforts, many distance lectures had been attempted. Twenty years ago, distance lectures were referred to as long-distance lectures. Twenty years ago, distance lectures were known as long-distance lectures, and the specifications of the communication environment were lower than today, so establishing a two-way connection in real time itself was labour-intensive and costly (Barker, Frisbie, & Patrick, 1989).

In 2005, a remote lecture using a video conferencing system was held between Gifu University in Japan and the University of Sydney in Australia (Toshihiro et al., 2005). At that time, the international Internet connection was enhanced, which made it possible to transmit video via IP connection. The remote lecture between Gifu University and the University of Sydney was conducted by bi-directionally transmitting camera images and audio to each other through a video monitor. The signal processing algorithm for the video transmission was MPEG codec, so the only information that could be transmitted was video and audio (Takahiro et al., 2006).

With the development of the Internet and the expansion of network capacity, distance learning systems have gradually shifted from analog television broadcasting to digital broadcasting via IP connections, and a variety of new distance learning methods have become available (Riehl, 1987; Riehl, 1990), the development of modular curricula for IP-connected distance learning is discussed (Muilenburg & Berge, 2001), ten technical barriers to distance learning are discussed in the early stages of Internet education.

David Kember and John Dekkers (1987) focused on supporting the learning of students studying by distance learning. Gail Hart (1990) reported on the results of distance education for new college graduates and experienced nurses. Chris Dede (1996) attempted to articulate three conceptual frameworks (knowledge web, virtual community, and shared synthetic environment) for understanding new types of educational messages that enable distributed learning. Thomas F. Stafford (2005) investigated students’ motivations for using the Internet when Internet-based distance learning was first becoming popular.

Elizabeth L. Burd Shamus et al. (2015) discussed Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) as an example of transformation in education with the expansion of the Internet. They then attempted to redefine the position and role of universities as traditional on-site educational institutions. Teresa G. Weldy (2018) examined students’ perceptions and experiences related to different ways of delivering courses, such as blended and online formats, in higher education institutions. Emily K. Faulconer and Amy B Gruss (2018) attempted to compare the learning effects in traditional face-to-face practicum and non-traditional online, distance, or distant practicum. Serpil Kocdar, Aras Bozkurt, and Tu-lay G. Dogan (2020) conducted text mining and social network analysis for distance learning in engineering and surveyed 120 articles.

The means of remote lecture adopted in the above cases is two-way communication through video and audio telecommunication, and multiple transmission is not adopted to share lecture materials simultaneously. We have concluded that in order to diffuse MOT education globally, it would be effective to use a remote videoconferencing system with an H.264 multiplex transmission codec that transmits the lecturer’s image and lecture materials (slide materials projected on a projector) at the same time and conduct remote lectures with a sense of realism.

In this paper, we report on the process of constructing a framework for international lectures using remote systems in collaboration with universities in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam, and on the H.264 codec remote confer-ence system that was introduced as a tool for conducting lectures.

2. Background

In order for Japan to maintain its economic growth, it is essential to create sustainable innovations. It is necessary to create innovations that will be widely accepted overseas, especially in the Asian region, especially in the fast-growing ASEAN countries, rather than innovations that are completed domestically.

Innovation is not about developing new technologies. The essence of innovation is the “creative process” of succeeding as a business while taking into account the social, economic, and cultural contexts.

Human resources who can drive such innovation are required to be able to see things from a multifaceted perspective of technology and management, and to understand the diversity of culture and society while collaborating with people in the Asian economic zone to create mutually beneficial business models.

Yamaguchi University has established the Asia Innovation Center as an “Asia-wide practical innovation education center” with the aim of implementing educational programs to foster global engineers that transcend national borders in order to develop such human resources (Global MOT Education Project).
3. Collaboration with Overseas Universities

3.1 Global MOT Education Consortium

We formed a consortium for global MOT education in cooperation with the following universities: Bandung Institute of Technology Business School, Indonesia; Malaysia-Japan International Institute of Technology, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia; Mara Institute of Technology Business School; Chiang Mai University Business School, Thailand; and Da Nang University of Science and Technology Business School, Vietnam. A consortium for global MOT education was formed in cooperation with the following universities.

3.2 Study of Remote Tele-Conference System

In this global MOT education project, the H.264 codec-based teleconference system was introduced as a means of communication and communication between Yamaguchi University and each university.

Yamaguchi University has been using the H.264 codec-based remote conference system for remote lectures within the university and remote training at multiple campuses. The feature of the H.264 codec-based remote conference system is that it can deliver a clear image and sound of the lecturer and video of the PC. As long as the Internet communication environment is available, the system can be connected to any location, both domestic and international. In addition, the H.264 codec-based teleconferencing system can easily establish a connection by simply turning on the receiver and calling the other station, since dedicated hardware is installed. In this project, we emphasized the importance of easy and stable intercommunication for faculty and students who do not have expertise in communications.

3.3 H.264 codec-based remote conference system

In order to establish a smooth telecommunication connection with overseas universities, it is not enough to introduce an H.264 codec-based teleconference system. Therefore, in this paper, we report a case study of the Business School of Da Nang University of Science and Technology, Vietnam, which introduced the same model of H.264 codec-based teleconference system (made by SONY) used by Yamaguchi University.

Since the H.264 codec-based teleconferencing system is basically a system for teleconferencing, it assumes a mode where both parties face each other in an equal position. We will call this mode the meeting mode.

On the other hand, in a remote class, since the system is divided into two parts, the one delivering the lecture (lecture station) and the other receiving the lecture (student station), we call this style the schooling mode.

Figure 1 shows the connection diagram of the devices for the meeting mode. The equipment to be connected consists of two remote video cameras, two flat panels (about 60 inches), one codec and one computer.

The dedicated video cameras are of a type where the video signal (HDMI cable) and control (VISCA cable) are connected separately, and the camel angle and zoom (wide: tele) can be adjusted with a remote control. Also, if the distributing and receiving stations have the same manufacturer’s H.264 codec-based teleconferencing system, it is possible to adjust the other side’s camera (for example, switching the camera from the Japanese side to the Vietnamese side) and perform other remote operations. By having the lecturer smoothly perform such operations, it will be possible to deliver lectures with a sense of realism to remote locations.

Next, the connection of devices for schooling mode is shown in Figure 2. In the schooling mode, the students on the remote (receiving) side are arranged so that they appear as if they are in the same classroom with the local students, as seen by the instructor on the delivering side. Also, to the students on the receiving side, the instructor on the remote (delivery) side should be arranged as if they were in the classroom with them.

In order to achieve this arrangement, the number of video monitors is increased in the schooling mode compared to the meeting mode, and they are connected to two flat panel monitors and one LCD projector. In doing so, the two flat panel monitors project the same image through a distributor (Figure 2).

In addition, at each station (distributor and receiver), each of the two cameras should be arranged so that they can capture the instructor view and the student view. Here, we have to pay attention to the priority of the cameras in the system. Due to system constraints, the primary camera will be the one that captures the student view, and the secondary camera will be the one that captures the instructor view. Figure 3 shows a picture of the arrangement of the equipment at Yamaguchi University.

3.4 Telecommunication Connection with Overseas Universities

In May 2018, Yamaguchi University and Da Nang University of Science and Technology were connected to demonstrate remote lectures using an H.264 codec-based teleconference system. In this demonstration, the lecture started with
the Japanese side (Yamaguchi University) as the distribution station and the Vietnamese side (Da Nang University of Science and Technology) as the receiving side. During the course of the lecture, the Vietnamese students asked questions and the Japanese and Vietnamese students discussed each other by switching the camera to the student view.

**Meeting Mode**

![Meeting Mode Diagram]

*Figure 1. Connection of equipment compatible with meeting mode.*

**Schooling Mode for Small Room**

![Schooling Mode Diagram]

*Figure 2. Connection of equipment compatible with schooling mode.*
Figure 3. In the lecture room, introducing the H.264 codec-based remote conference system, shows the arrangement and view of the primary camera and the secondary camera.
4. Conclusion

Yamaguchi University has been collaborating with universities in Asian countries to implement the Global MOT Education Project and has been trying to introduce the H.264 codec-based teleconferencing system. The demonstration lecture using the H.264 codec-based teleconference system has been successfully completed. This result shows the potential of the H.264 codec-based teleconference system. In the future, we will start designing a curriculum map for the implementation of code-sharing lectures using this teleconferencing system, and also for the implementation of international exchange classes based on the premise of credit transfer.
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